Abstract-Incipient cavitations identification is very
I. INTRODUCTION
The water pump is an important part in cooling system of engine, which performances directly impacts on the engine dynamic, economic and durability. The cavitations in water pump are the key reason to result in performance decline, which can be controlled effectively by identifying incipient cavitations. Conventionally, the incipient cavitations were confirmed by measuring pump external performance. At the beginning of cavitations the pump head changes little and the incipient cavitations are unlikely to be diagnosed in time. But when the pump head change distinctly, the cavitations have been very serious. So it is very important to identify incipient cavitations accurately, effectively and in time for engineering practice. Perovic, S, Unsworth, P.J used spectral analysis of their phase current waveform to diagnose Cavitations in Cooling pump of engine [1] . Liu yajun and Hao Dian identified incipient cavitations by analyzing wavelet package theory [2] . But the spectral analysis can't preciously tell the incipient cavitations. The wavelet analysis deal with sample signals as random ones supposing their frequency uniformly distribute in 1 whole 1、Supported by national " eleven five" plan of science and technology (number: 2006BAD11A04) band. So they have localization. In this paper, the Hilbert-Huang transform(HHT) is proposed to extract main signal feature from the entrance pressure fluctuation and then combine with the fuzzy wavelet neural network to optimize global parameters and can preciously confirm the incipient cavitations. HHT can dispose nonlinear signal to a series of intrinsic component features which can more reflect signal intrinsic character and the result has more generality [3] . The cavitations occur possibly due to pool running instance or external fuzzy circumstance such as engine and radiator vibration. Fuzzy technology is an effective tool for dealing with complex nonlinear processes that are characterized with ill-defined and uncertain factors. Fuzzy controllers are often used in achieving a desired performance, the rule base of which is created on the base of the knowledge of human experts. However, for some complicated processes, this knowledge may not be sufficient. The FWNN can use their advantage adequately and combined the wavelet neural network with fuzzy logical theory to dispose the complex, uncertain and fuzzy problems. This model was tested that can more accurately and effectively to identify incipient cavitations in water pump than other model such as WNN and BP.
II. HILBERT-HUANG TRANSFORM

A. Hilbert-Huang Transform Principle
In 1998, Norden E. Huang, who worked in NASA Goddard space flight center, proposed Hilbert-Huang transform(HHT)to process those signals with nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics [4] . The HHT is composed of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert spectral analysis (HSA). The goal of the EMD is to extract a series of IMF from the underlying signal. EMD adopts feature scale parameters based on extremes point [5] . The basic variable described by EMD is instantaneous frequency (IF). The IMF is a function that satisfies two conditions [6] :
1) The number of extrema and zero-crossings of the function must be equal or differ by no more than one. That is that the number of extrema equaled the number of zero points in local group with the symmetry characteristics of the upper envelope line and the lower envelope line.
2) The mean at any point of the envelope defined by the local maxima and local minima is zero.
When 
And angle function:
Instantaneous frequency function:
In fact, any signal maybe not satisfies these conditions because of its complexity in the process of pump running. Yet, Norden E. Huang supposed that any signal was composed by some different intrinsic modes, which might be linear or nonlinear [8] .At any time, a signal might include many intrinsic modes. If these modes overlapped with each other, they might format compound signals. Hence, any signal may be decomposed into infinite IMFs, which could be achieved by the method bellowed.
( (2) and (3), we may have 
B. Extracting Feature Energy from Pressure Signal
When the gas-liquid two-phase flow regime transforms, the differential pressure fluctuation signal can put up different feature. The EMD method can placidly linearize unsteady and nonlinear data and preserve data feature. After decomposed, each component of the pressure fluctuation signal respectively represents a group of steady signals with feature scale. The energy variety of every frequency band represents different feature, the fore eight energy features scale with main information and the remnant function were elected as network feature vectors to identify cavitations. The steps of energy extraction based on EMD were followed as:
(1)Decompose original sample signal of the differential pressure fluctuation and selecting the fore 8 components with main feature scale.
(2)Resolve total energy of each components 
Because of the bigger energy value, normalize T for subsequent data analysis and disposal. Set:
Where the Vector T ' is the normalized vector. According to the method above, the normalized data fall in the range [0, 1].
III. IDENTIFICATION WFNN
The neural network and fuzzy theory are two effective identification methods. The fuzzy wavelet neural network (FWNN) integrates the advantages of both fuzzy technique and wavelet neural network and can denote qualitative knowledge. It is capable of self-learning and processing quantificational data. It excels over the normal neural network at learning time, training steps and precision [6] .Wavelet transform has the ability to analyze nonstationary signals to discover their local details. Fuzzy logic can reduce the complexity of the data and deal with uncertainty. Their combination can develop a system with fast learning capability that can describe nonlinear systems characterized with uncertainties. Fuzzy neural network can approach any nonlinear system, but its member function is a Gaussian function. Parameter is not easily to adjust. The FWNN with Gaussian function replaced by wavelet function has favorable scale transform and dilation-translation characters. It can learn on smooth function at large scale and on local fantastic function at small scale. The parameters can be easily adjusted.
A. FWNN constructing
FWNN put the basic factors: membership function, fuzzy logical rules, fuzzy mapping and reversal fuzzy mapping and hidden fuzzy rules into relative structure and make it possess learning capability for membership function and fuzzy logical rules. FWNN integrates wavelet and neural network fuzzy model. The kernel of the fuzzy system is the fuzzy knowledge base that consists of the input-output data points of the system interpreted into linguistic fuzzy rules. The consequent parts of fuzzy IF-THEN rules are represented by either a constant or a function. These fuzzy networks do not provide full mapping capabilities, and, in the case of modeling of complex nonlinear processes, may require a high number of rules in order to achieve the desired accuracy. Increasing the number of the rules leads to an increase in the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the network. The use of wavelet (rather than linear) functions are proposed to improve the computational power of the neuron-fuzzy system. The basic configuration of the FWNN system includes a fuzzy rule base, which consists of a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules in the following form:
: IF is and ... and is THEN is and ... and is
where Rl are the lth rule (1≤l≤s),{xi}i=1…m the input variables, {yj}j=1…n the output variables, The structure of FWNN proposed in this paper for identification. It includes four layers structure with an input layer, wavelet layer (membership layer), fuzzy inference and non-fuzzy layer. A schematic diagram of the four-layered FWNN is shown in Fig.2 . The first Layer (input layer): In this layer, the number of nodes is equal to the number of input feature energy. These nodes are used for signals feature. For every node i, the net input and the net output are related by The second layer (membership layer): In this layer, the input vector is described as fuzzy member and the output is the corresponding membership degree. The wavelet basis function is adopted as the membership function. For every input vector, three linguistic fuzzy variable are adopted as no, just and over. The member relation of Input vector x i and the corresponding linguistic fuzzy variable is written as: The relation between the input and output is represented as If intersection is used [11] [12] [13] [14] , we have
On the other hand, if algebraic operation is used, we have
Each node in this layer is denoted by Π , the relation between the input and output is represented as 
The net output is written as 
B. Training Algorithm for FWNN
In this study, a gradient-descent (GD) learning algorithm with adaptive learning rate is adopted. The latter guarantees the convergence and speeds up the learning of the network. In addition, a momentum is used to speed-up the learning process. The parameter to be trained are the parameters of wavelets ( ij
The initial values are generated randomly. Here, the gradient descent learning algorithm with adaptive learning rate is introduced. The learning error function can be written as
where D is the desired output acquired from specialists, and Y is the FWNN's current output, Y=[y 1 , y 2,…, y n ] .
The weights in the output layer are trained by:
The weights of the output layer are updated according to the following equation:
where i=1,2,…,n; j=1,2,…,s; η is the learning-rate parameter.
One of the important problems in learning algorithms is the convergence. The convergence of the gradient descent method depends on the selection of the initial values of the learning rate and the momentum term. Usually, these values are selected in the interval [0-1]. A large value of the learning rate may lead to non-stable learning; a small value of learning rate leads to slow learning speed. In this paper, an adaptive approach is used for updating these parameters.
For this fuzzy wavelet neural network, which is very important is to select wavelet base which is decided by actual situation. At present, many wavelet function can be supplied such as Morlet，Harr，Mexican Hat and Meyer. Morlet wavelet has been chosen to serve as an adoption basis function [10] which has been proved to be concise and applicable. (27) Training the dilation factor and translation factor, and the modification of ij a and ij b are expressed as: 
(29) Then the wavelet node parameters are updated as follows:
where i=1,2,…,m; j=1,2,…,r; k=1,2,…,s; l=1,2,…,n; η is the learning rate. We let the learning rate η vary to improve the speed of convergence, as well as the learning performance.
IV. HT FWNN IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
Test system is composed of data sampling and data processing. Data sampling is hard part of the system which consists of signal measure and data sampling as Fig.3 . signal measure is made up of pressure signal picker as PD-23 difference transformer from Switzerland KELER company, its capacity 0～10kPa, output 1V～ 5V,precision 0.5%, frequency more than 1000Hz. It has adequate precision and desirable dynamic response characters. The data sampling is composed of computer, IMP3595A data sampling card, IMP35951C data sampling transformer and data line, power supply. Sampling frequency is 1000-10000Hz. It was set as 1000Hz. IMP data sampler has an intelligent input-output top. Every IMP of system does not only contain microprocessor and logical array door, but also EPROM and RAM. So, it is capable of processing data and programming. Meanwhile, every IMP can make some data pretreatment by inner intrinsic software and delivery part data processed by main computer to data sampler in addition to complete data sampling and communication. 
A. Experiment structure
The water pump cavitations experiment structure was adopted as Fig. 4 . The normal speed of pump is 3000rpm, charge Q=18m 3 ／h, the number of blade z=7; The work medium is water. The entrance section introduced transparent organic glasses convenient for watching the cavitations of pump entrance. During the test processing, firstly regulated pump charge to prescriptive amount and keep it. When the pump run at normal and the pressure difference of input-output was stable, the entrance pressure at normal running (the vacuum pressure was zero) was considered as reference point and then adjust vacuum pump to change entrance pressure. Meanwhile noting the cavitations condition and external character curve, the pressure fluctuation value at entrance was picked in real-time at the pump head descended to none, 3% and 6% respectively. 
C. Membership function
According to table 2, the sets of sample in Table1 can be normalized between 0 and 1. These normalized vectors are used as input and output of fuzzy sets. Described as Section Ⅲ , the relative identifying knowledge is necessary to be expressed to fuzzy mode rules when constructing FWNN identification of cavitations system and then by which the new learning and training samples can be constructed. So, three fuzzy sets are used for fuzzy identification rules, corresponding to no cavitations, just cavitations, over cavitations (labeled as n, j, and o respectively). Morlet wavelet function is chosen as the membership functions for these three fuzzy sets. Here, the three fuzzy sets for the input and output linguistic variables of the FWNN identification system have both been designed in the same range of [0, 1] (Fig. 8) .
. Once the shape of the fuzzy sets is given, the relationship between input and output variables of the FWNN based identification system is defined by a set of linguistic statements that are called fuzzy rules. 
D. Network training and determination
Network initialization initializing the wavelet network parameters is an important issue. A random initialization of all the parameters to small random values (as usually done with neural networks) is not desirable since this may make some wavelets too local (small dilations) and make the components of the gradient of the cost function very small in areas of interest.
In [14] , a method was proposed for dilation and translation initialization. This work uses this method to initialize the dilation aj and translation bj. In general, one wants to take advantage of the input space domains where the wavelets are not zero. According to the wavelet theory, given the t* as the center of the time domain, ψ ∆ as the radius of the mother wavelet, the time domain so can be written as: The choice of the learning rate factor η has an important effect on stability and convergence rate. If it is too small, too many steps are needed to reach an acceptable solution. On the contrary, a large learning rate may possibly lead to skip the optimal solution and cause oscillation. In the experiment, η are initialized to 0.9.
The choice of the weights is less critical: these parameters are initialized to small random values.
Network training and determination In the experiment, 200 groups of sample data are acquired on Fig 3. 160 groups of the data are used as the training sets, the remaining 40 groups are used as the validate sets. Expecting output error threshold is 0.001. Sample vectors are used as input and output of FWNN. After all possible normal operating modes of the identification are learned, the system enters the identification stage.
FWNN start as a network of nodes arranged in four layers--the input, membership layer, rule layer, fuzzy-cancelling layer. The input and fuzzy-cancelling and rule layers serve as nodes to buffer input and fuzzy-cancelling for the model, respectively, and the membership layer serves to provide a means for input relations to be represented in the output. Here, the network construction used for cavitations identification consists of 9 inputs corresponding to the 8 feature energy value and residual energy value that have been given (listed in table2), and one outputs corresponding to one unknown condition.
To demonstrate the performance of the FWNN-based approach on cavitations classification, comparisons are made with two types of artificial neural networks, namely wavelet neural networks and BP networks. Fig.9 , demonstrate the training history and the performance of the FWNN, WNN and BP networks by using GD algorithm respectively. Table3 are the comparison results of FWNN, WNN and BP methods on identification. The second column in this table lists the identification accuracy on the 40 actual sample data. The third column in this table lists the average number of error function identification used during training, until running terminated with the network converged or the epochs exceeding the maximum epochs. Compared with the BP method, the FWNN method has more than 4.0% improvement on the identification accuracy, and compared with the WNN method, the FWNN method has 2% improvement on the identification accuracy. The test results confirm that, in all compared cases, the proposed FWNN method has a better capability for generalization than the other methods. From the comparison of various methods, it can be seen that, the FWNN method outperformed all the other construction. The FWNN construction is decidedly superior, the errors are smaller than the WNN and BP construction. Another benefit of the FWNN approach is the reduced training time and steps of training.
V. CONCLUSION
Experiment result showed that onefold neural network was adopted to identify the cavitations in the water pump, the precision is very low and can't satisfy controlling the water pump in time and accurately. But the method introduced above that the sample signals are preprocessed by HHT firstly and then identified by FWNN can not only attain higher precision but also speed up the identification.
Based on fuzzy neural network, a FWNN model was build and used the wavelet function as subjection function according to favorable scale transform and dilate translation characters. This model can be used as incipient cavitations identifier. After simulation, it is shown that at the same condition the FWNN model structure is simple, learning algorithms effective and identifying capacity high comparing with other approaches such as WNN and BP.
